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[The following article is reproduced with permission of the Washington-based Council on
Hemispheric Affairs (COHA). It was published in the Nov. 21, 1992 edition of COHA's biweekly
publication, "Washington Report on the Hemisphere."] "Latin financial markets sizzle," reads a
particularly sanguine summer headline from "Business Week," illustrated by a sketch of South
America surrounded by a jagged corona of gold. This bullish rhetoric, which can be found in any
number of leading financial journals, has been generated by some truly remarkable gains posted by
Latin America's "bolsa de valores" over the past three years. IMF mandated economic restructuring
in the region, combined with anticipation of the probable enactment of free-trade accords, has
attracted in excess of US$50 billion in new foreign capital to the region from retail and institutional
investors in just the past year and a half. As a result, the Latin American stock exchanges have
topped the list of the world's best performing emerging markets since 1990. Stock Exchanges Boom
Santiago's "bolsa," up over 90% in 1991, has seen its average daily trading soar from US$1 million
three years ago to over US$20 million in 1992. Mexico, the region's most consistent performer
racking up gains of 118% in 1991 after having achieved an average growth of 66% over the preceding
three years has seen its market value climb to about US$125 billion dollars from US$25 billion
in the mid-1980's. Daily volume on the Argentine exchange has averaged around US$45 million
dollars, with the market enjoying a 400% bull run before peaking last June 1. Brazil, with a larger
economy than its neighbors, now sees about US$100 million dollars in daily trades. It is also true,
however, that the extent to which many of the Latin markets have expanded is matched only by
their tendency because of their highly speculative nature and an uncertain political environment
to stumble and give back their easy pickings. Much of the recent growth in the importance of Latin
American financial markets and the quickening pace of equity offerings is attributable to the wave
of privatization of state owned industries, which is the centerpiece of neoliberal reforms imposed
by free market advocates such as President Carlos Salinas and his economic team in Mexico, and
Argentina's President Carlos Menem and his free market guru, Domingo Cavallo. [Editor's note:
Economy Minister Domingo Cavallo is the architect of Argentina's 1991 economic stabilization plan.]
The selling off of large scale state industries most notably government-run telecommunications
companies, where consumer demand has long outpaced the ability of inefficient monopolies to
provide adequate service to private investors has contributed to the dramatic increase in market
capitalizations, and thus the global clout of Latin American exchanges. Such has been the case in
both Mexico and Chile, where the privatized Telefonos de Mexico (TELMEX) and Telefonos de
Chile have been market leaders, attracting worldwide attention. At the same time, though, TELMEX
shares comprise a full one third of the "Bolsa's" total market value, raising the prospect that any
losses in the stock could ripple through the entire Mexican financial community, creating what is
termed a "one stock market." Investing Made Easier Another important factor behind the sudden
and rapid growth in the number of Latin American share offerings is that US commercial banks,
stung in the early 1980's by defaults on their loans to the region, have since been reluctant to risk
funds on applicants lacking proven credit histories. As a result, privately held corporations have
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had little alternative but to turn to foreign as well as local investment bankers and financial markets
to raise capital through equity offerings. Such was the case with "Grupo Carso S.A.," a Mexican
conglomerate which began a stampede of large public offerings in that country in 1990, when it
successfully issued over US$100 million in stock on the "Bolsa" after having been turned down by
foreign lenders and turned off by high local interest rates. A third source fueling interest in Latin
stocks is the ease of access which foreign investors now have to Latin markets. American Depositary
Receipts (ADR's), which allow the average investor to play overseas markets without straying
from US exchanges, effectively eliminate the complications inherent in converting currencies or
settling trades abroad and have become enormously popular. Trading of ADR's listed on major US
exchanges totaled US$65 billion during the first six months of 1992, after reaching levels of only
US$42 billion for the equivalent 1991 period. In the first six months of 1992, 16 new ADR's were
issued on US exchanges, including "Aracruz Cellose S.A.," the first Brazilian issue to be traded
here, bringing the total number of Latin ADR's to 62. Also, the proliferation of closed-end country
funds, such as the Chile and Mexico Funds, permits buying of shares in institutions which are
invested on exchanges abroad. Add to this the number of mutual funds with regional investments,
and the factors behind the expansion in Latin markets become evident. Risky Business Despite
good press, Latin American markets are particularly risky due to the high levels of volatility that
accompany less mature markets, which means that they can go down even faster than they go up.
Since much of the capital in these markets comes from overseas, they are vulnerable to shifts in
political winds both at home and abroad. Criticism of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) by Ross Perot when he first became a (US presidential) candidate, in combination with
rumors concerning the disposal of a block of shares by a TELMEX union, for example, helped to
knock Mexico's "bolsa" down 30% since June. The formerly high flying Argentine "bolsa" has also
experienced a severe correction, with indexes falling almost 65% since the beginning of June. In
Brazil, the market has responded to the suspension of the president and doubts over the country's
new leadership by plummeting over 30% since the scandal first broke in May; in the first four
days of October alone, the market fell by 11%. And in Venezuela, uncertainty related to February's
coup attempt and rightist threats of violence and corrupt officials led to a 20% drop in the Caracas
exchange in September, wiping out gains made in the previous month.
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